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Abstract :Hydroforming is a metal forming technique that uses pressurized hydraulic fluid to form desired metal component 

shape. It is very much effective compared to other cold-forming methods. Hydroforming is reasonable technology it is cost-

effective and time-efficient. It's a smart technology to make hollow components which is not easily made by other forming 

processes. It provides evenly thickness. A complex structure and irregular shapes can be easily made by this process. In this 

wastage of material is minimum. It reduced the work time of manufacturing by providing shapes which is close to the final shape.  

It provides a superior surface finish with accurate dimensions. In recent times this technology is growing rapidly in automotive and 

aerospace industries for manufacturing different parts. It helps to produce light weight components which is very helpful with 

automotive and aerospace industries point of view. 

 

IndexTerms - Tube Hydroforming, Sheet Hydroforming, Shell Hydroforming 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Hydroforming pressurized iquid is used to make parts and components. In this technology different method is used to make shapes 

of parts. By using this complex structure and parts which is difficult to be made by cold forming can be easily produced. It 

minimized the wastage of material. In this ductile material is often used because of their material properties to get expand. It is 

used to made lightweight parts. which is significantly used in automotive and aerospace industries. This process depends on 

formability property of material to undergoes plastic deformation without getting damaged or fractured of material. It is used to 

make strong parts with hollow structure with evenly thickness. There are several different hydroforming methods to made 

parts,tube hydroforming , sheet hydroforming and  shell hydroforming. 

 

Tube Hydroforming 

 

Tube hydroforming consist of a tube which is placed inside the two half dies of required shape then pressurized liquid enter from 

axial direction into the die material get expanded due to this pressurized fluid. And give desire shape.by this method old cold 

forming process like (welding) get eliminated not only it make complex shapes it also minimize the cost of manufacturing the 

product. 

  

Sheet Hydroforming 

 

Sheet hydroforming process is progressivemade in the modern manufacturing industry and leads to a better state of difficulty in 

work to get deeper depth drawing. In this sheet metal blank is placed inside. The one of the die is replaced by pressurized fluid. 

Applying pressurized fluid to get the geometry of cavity die. It consist of male and female die which referred as punch and cavity 

die. In this different methods is used like punch and cavity sheet hydroforming , direct and indirect fluid contact hydroformig. 

 

Punch sheet hydroforming 

 

In this hydroforming blank is placed on blank holder then system is closed and pressurized fluid pass then punch is raised and 

pressurized fluid mold the blank according to die punch. It is used to made deeper draws parts. 
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Cavity sheet hydroforming 

 

In this process blank is placed between cavity die and pressurized fluid. Pressurized fluid mold this blank into cavity die shape. It 

is used where complex structure with many bulges are made. 

 

Bladder fluid contact in hydroforming 

 

In this process bladder a rubber diaphragm is used between fluid and blank. It provide protection to blank by reduce degreasing .It 

provide great surface quality. 

 

Shell Hydroforming 

 

It is new technology which is used to make spherical components. In this parts are welded from exterior with other parts to form 

spherical and oval shape. Then pressurized fluid is passed through it due to this it expand and bulges out.In this process die is not 

use. It’s a dieless process. 

 

Effect of process windows and loading path in hydroforming 

 

Process windows  :- It a set of value which is governed by complexity of shape of parts and its material property. If hydroforming 

is done against this value then there is chance of buckling , bursting and failure etc. 

 

Loading path :-  It is a force applied to blank to make it into desire component shape. In this how much force is applied by fluid in 

given time during forming process is managed. 

 

Both process windows and loading path are important to form a complex shape parts without failure of the hydrofoming process 

 

Hydroforming Vs Metal Stamping  

 

 Hydroforming Sheet Metal Stamping 

Surface Finish This gives good surface finish 

almost near to the final product. 

Surface finish is not so good it 

require secondary operation. 

Material Wastage It produces very low material 

wastage. 

Material wastage is high in this 

processes. 

Design Versatility Design can easily change in this 

process. It gives high versatility 

regard design. 

Design change is tough task in 

this process .Design changes is 

not easily taken place. 

Process cost Hydroforming is economical for 

short run also. It is cost effective. 

Process cost is high compare to 

hydroforming. For short run it is 

not so economical. 

Completion  time Completion time of product is low Time required for this process is 

quiet high for a small parts also. 

 

 

Materials used in Hydroforming  

 

Aluminum: It is most widely used material. With great physical properties like ductility, hardness, conductivity, corrosion 

resistance. 

 

Titanium: It is best suited for aviation industry. It is lightweight, having very high strength, corrosion resistance, toughness, and 

have low density. 

 

Stainless Steel: It is very durable, long lasting, corrosion resistance, high tensile strength, easy formability, and environment 

friendly. 

 

Copper: It is easy to machining, corrosion resistance, ductile, and malleable. 
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Nickel: It is ductile, malleable, enhance formability,corrosion resistance, and very strong. 

 

Hydroforming Development In Industries. 

 

Hydroforming is advance manufacturing process. The growing of this process is very fast in modern world. Due to its advantages 

over a other forming process. There are many research is going on to make this process more efficient. Different types of materials 

and their alloys are used in this process. which has great mechanical properties. 

 

Aviation/ Aerospace Industries 

 

Hydroforming parts are best suited for aviation/aerospace industries. In this industry, lightweight parts play a major role. It 

increases fuel efficiency, gives high structural strength, and provides more safety. Which is easily produced by this process not 

only this the strength of the manufacturing parts is also very high. Any complex structure which is hard to produce or time-

consuming can be easily produced by this process. In the aviation/aerospace industry Aluminum, titanium, and their alloy parts are 

used which are not easily produced by the metal stamping process. But hydroforming makes it easy to produce complicated 

structure parts with a great surface finish. 

In regards automotive industry it is the best alternative method to produce lightweight parts without a thermal joining process. 

Hydroforming also contributes to reducing pollution. By using lightweight parts the weight of aerospace and automobile is 

reduced. If they are lightweight they consumed low fuel for their working and the exhaust gases which is produced due to burning 

of fuel is also low. 

 

Coclusion 

 

This paper introduces hydroforming and its advancement. Discuss its advantages over other traditional processes. The material 

used in this process. Hydroforming is a great technology. It is used to produce complex geometry parts which are not possible by 

other forming processes. Welding is not used so there is no tension to make the surface smooth. It gives a great surface finish with 

an even thickness. With increasing time it also become advanced to make parts with different materials. It also helps to reduce 

pollution caused by vehicles. Advancement in technologies is going on to increase the formability of material, reduce 

manufacturing cost and make it more efficient. 
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